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– de-icing of roads!
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The logical designed remote control for all spreader 

functions.

The practical, large softkey buttons make reliable spreader 

operation possible for the driver. By means of the 

illuminated display and LED keys all settings are also clearly 

visible in the dark and thus may be easily evoked/changed.

With a quick glance the driver gains a view of the 

functional status of the spreader, whereby the traffic safety 

is increased.

The flexible stand allows the operator to adjust the remote 

control into an ergonomically correct position for him and 

thus keep any physical strain to a minimum.

In order to maintain the high and uniform 

product standard Epoke® A/S has been 

certified by Lloyd’s register to ISO 9001:2008. 

TLG B-3 approval 

GS approval 

E1 approval 

RoHS directive 

WEEE directive
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(1) Function buttons F1, F2 and F3 are used to predetermine 3 sets of frequently used settings. In this way the 

 driver is able to adjust the spreading width, the spreading quantity and the spreading symmetry 

 simultane ously by pushing one button only.

(2)  Adjustment of the spreading width to the road width.

(3)  By turning the knob for spreading symmetry it is possible to move the set spreading pattern to the left or right, 

 for example in the case of side wind correction.

(4)  The turn lane buttons are used to adjust the spreading pattern to the right or the left, respectively, at turn   

 lanes, bus stops or the like, while at the same time maintaining the opposite edge of the spreading pattern   

 unaffected. 
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